Supplementary Tables
Supplementary Table 1 . List of miRNAs detected in liver tissues using microarrays. All the data were normalized and FDR=20%. Normal livers: sm79normal_NS, sm65normal_NS, sm75normal_NS; 6 hours after 1/3 PH: s01m62_NS, s01m64_NS; 6 hours after 2/3 PH: s02m67_NS, s02m70B_NS, s02m76_NS; 12 hours after 1/3 PH: s03m2_NS, s03m5m_NS, s03m6_NS; 12 hours after 2/3 PH: s04m3_NS, s04m7_NS, s04m12B_NS; 24 hours after 1/3 PH: s05m20_NS, s05m23_NS, s05m24_NS; 24 hours after 2/3 PH: s06m26_NS, s06m29B_NS, s06m31B_NS; 36 hours after 1/3 PH: s07m45B_NS, s07m46_NS, s07m47_NS; 36 hours after 2/3 PH: s08m37B_NS, s08m39B_NS, s08m40_NS. 9.14 9.14 9.14 9.14 9.14 8.99 8.99 9.14 9.14 8.99 9.14 9.14 9. 
